Wiltshire Air Ambulance (WAA) activity on 4th March 2018

The tracks are taken from two freely available aircraft tracking sites

https://planefinder.net/

https://www.adsbexchange.com/

The WAA is a helicpoter with the reg G-WLTS and code 406CBC

……..

Notes

Because of different data sources and processing techniques the tracks are not identical however the overall correlation of the tracks are highly uniform.

Where they both differ from the actual flight path (that is verifiable) on that day is the Landing at the Central car park (At the Boat House Pub end of the car park close to the Electricity Sub Station)

Significant variations of the two tracker site’s flight paths occur after take off from the car park.

……..

The Flight Path suggested by the tracker sites;

ADSBeX
https://ibb.co/exC94z

Plane Finder
https://ibb.co/nbcnre

Superimposed tracks
https://ibb.co/k2ETxK

Zoomed ADSBeX (car park where helicopter landed / Odstock Hospital [SDH])
https://ibb.co/m6VzMV

Zoomed Plane Finder
https://ibb.co/gp86mV

Zoomed in superimposed tracks (ADSBex orange PlaneFinder Blue)
https://ibb.co/in3WmV